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TIP! Avoiding Fabric Dye Bleed
Today’s "Guest Blog" Post shares a clever TIP to help avoid fabric bleed on your prized quilts! Taking precautions to avoid fabric dyes 
from running should be a consideration when creating any quilt--most importantly heirlooms.  I am pleased to share a great TIP from a 
master appliqué artist: Sherry Drebnicki of Nanaimo, BC Dimensional Divas Appliqué Group. At our recent meeting, she shared this 
fabulous TIP with us and now with you!

                                                Hand Appliquéd, Hand Quilted by Sherry Drebnicki
                                                                    Pattern by Michelle Watts

“I pre-washed all the batik fabrics for this quilt because I was worried about the dyes running when it was eventually laundered. I was 
particularly concerned about the dark navy blue fabric, I washed this fabric three times in very hot water and then washed it in cold 
water until the dye grab-it sheets were clear of dye. This quilt was a three year labour of love for my daughter Norine; it is hand 
appliqued and hand quilted...”

"Once I finished the hand 
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"Once I finished the hand 

quilting and sewing on the binding I thought the quilt looked a little grubby.  I knew it needed to be laundered but was concerned 
about washing it just days before our quilt show. What if the dyes ran and I ruined this beautiful quilt? I decided I needed to do a 
dye test on the fabrics."

"I sewed a small piece of all 

the darker batiks onto a length of the background fabric as shown above. I washed the tester in cold water and Woolite, I was 
delighted when there was no bleed from the dyes.  I was then able to wash the quilt with confidence."
Congratulations to Sherry for winning a Ribbon for this particular quilt at the recent Nanaimo Quilters’ Guild Show--well deserved! 
AND special “Thank you" to Sherry for sharing this clever TIP to avoid fabrics from bleeding needlessly. All quilts are special and 
deserve TLC every step of the way in their creation. Hopefully, this ‘extra’ step will save someone disappointment and drama in their 
quilting journey.

*Please leave Sherry a comment below!

Happy Quilting Always (without Drama),

Cinderella            (www.cindysthreadworks.com)

Cindy Scraba
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